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ABSTRACT The characteristic deuterium modulation pattern was observed in the electron spin-echo envelopes for
laccase, decupro laccase (from which Type 2 copper had been removed), stellacyanin, and azurin that had been
exchanged against D20. From the decay rate of the modulation pattern and from a quantitative analysis of the
modulation depth, we conclude that the Cu(II) sites in these proteins are directly accessible to solvent. Similar results
were obtained for laccase and decupro laccase.
Type 1 Cu(II) centers are found in a number of low
molecular weight electron-transporting proteins, including
azurin, plastocyanin, and stellacyanin, and in larger, cop-
per-containing oxidases, such as laccase, ascorbate oxi-
dase, and ceruloplasmin (1, 2). (The last three also contain
other types of CU[II].) The outstanding physical charac-
teristic of Type 1 Cu(II) is an intense optical absorption
near 600 nm, with a molar extinction coefficient ranging
from 3,000-5,000. This arises from a metal-to-ligand
charge transfer (3-5). Another property is a small nuclear
hyperfine interaction in the EPR of 3-9 x 10-3 cm-',
which is believed to be due to the nontetragonal, and likely
near tetrahedral, symmetry of the metal site (6, 7).
The structures of two low molecular weight Type 1
Cu(II) proteins have been determined by x-ray crystallo-
graphic analysis. The first, poplar leaf plastocyanin (8),
has been analyzed to 1.6-A resolution. The ligands to
Cu(II) consist of a cysteinyl sulfur, believed responsible for
the charge transfer described above (3, 4), two imidazole
nitrogens, and at a distance of 1.9 A, which is rather
remote for the formation of a chemical bond, a methionyl
sulfur. A similar arrangement of ligands is found for
azurin, based on x-ray data refined to 3-A resolution (9).
From various spectroscopic studies, it is believed that the
cysteinyl sulfur and at least one imidazole nitrogen are
bound to the metal ion in all Type 1 Cu(II) proteins
(10-17). The methionyl sulfur, however, is not conserved
in the structure, since stellacyanin lacks methionine
(7, 18).
From calculations of the partial specific volumes for
plastocyanin, it was determined that a significant portion
of the crystalline protein, 36%, is occupied by water (8).
Most of this water is probably lodged between protein
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molecules but some within the protein structure. X-ray
crystallographic analysis is of insufficient resolution, how-
ever, to determine its location.
Here we present evidence that water is found close to
Type 1 Cu(II) in azurin, stellacyanin, and laccase. Fur-
ther, we show that stellacyanin is more open to solvent than
is azurin. These conclusions are based on detailed compari-
sons of the electron spin-echo decay envelopes observed
when these proteins are prepared in D20 and H20 solu-
tions. The nuclear modulation pattern due to coupling
between the paramagnetic center and the deuterons in D20
is extracted from the modulation patterns due to other
nuclei, such as '4N (14) and 'H, by dividing the envelopes
one into the other (19, 20). The depth of the deuteron
modulation pattern can then be related to the number and
distance of the interacting 2H nuclei (21). Since the depth
of the deuteron modulation is far greater than can be
accounted for from interaction with exchangeable peptide
and side-chain deuterons, we conclude that it arises from
D20 close to Cu(II).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Laccase and stellacyanin were purified according to established proce-
dures from lac acetone powders (Saito and Company, Tokyo, Japan),
derived from Rhus vernicifera, the Japanese lac tree (13, 22). Decupro
laccase from which Type 2 Cu(II) had been removed, was prepared
according to the method of Graziani et al. (23) modified by Avigliano et
al. (17). Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin was purchased from Public
Health Laboratory Service, Porton Down, England. Laccase in 0.05 M
phosphate buffer, pH 5.8, decupro laccase in 0.01 M phosphate buffer,
pH 7.0, stellacyanin in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, pH 6, and azurin in 0.01
M phosphate buffer, pH 7, were each separated from adventitious Cu(II)
by passage through a Chelex 100 column that had been previously
equilibrated with the buffers in which the individual proteins were
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dissolved. The removal of free copper as well as the integrity of Type 1
Cu(II) centers was monitored by EPR.
Exchange against D20 at 50 was achieved by diluting protein samples
with five volumes of D20, and then concentrating by pressure filtration
(Amicon Corp., Scientific Sys. Div., Danvers, MA) to the original
volume. This procedure was repeated three times for each protein solution
that, after concentration, was frozen in liquid N2. The total time for D20
exchange varied from 2 to 3 h, a time period comparable with that
required for exchange of the majority of peptidic protons in azurin, but far
less than that required to exchange the C2 proton of metal-ligated
imidazole (24). The concentration of proteins used for electron spin-echo
(ESE) studies varied from 0.4 mM for stellacyanin to 2 mM for laccase.
It was particularly important to study azurin in dilute solution as it has
the tendency to aggregate in the absence of glycerol' (25).
X-band ESE experiments were carried out at liquid He temperatures
on an instrument described elsewhere using a tunable cavity (25). This
cavity is the same as that shown in reference 13 with the addition of a
screw mounted in the side of the cavity block and projecting near one end
of the dipole resonator. The screw can be rotated from the top of the
helium Dewar flask, thus varying the capacitive load on the resonator and
changing its resonance frequency. This cavity was adjusted to the same
resonance frequency for all samples.
When performing three-pulse experiments, the microwave phase of the
first two transmitter pulses was reversed in alternate spin-echo cycles to
eliminate glitches in the envelope caused by the passage of unwanted
two-pulse echoes (26) through the boxcar gate.2 Data from individual
scans were digitized on a Nicolet Computer (1074; Nicolet Instrument
Corp., Madison, WI) and transferred to a VAX computer for further
processing and Fourier transformation (27).
Two recordings of the electron spin-echo envelope were made, one with
a sample prepared in aqueous medium consisting of normal water
(99.98% H20) and the other on a sample prepared in a D20 medium. The
recorded envelope for the second (D20-exchanged) sample was then
divided by the envelope for the first (H20) sample to detect the changes
brought about by the H20/D20 exchange. The rationale for the dividing
procedure stems from a theorem that states that the envelope modulating
function when a number of nuclei are all coupled to the same electron spin
is given by the product of the modulation functions due to each individual
nucleus (28, 29). Thus
Vmod (II I212. IN) = Vmjd(II)
X VmOd (I2) X ... X VmOd (IN)* (1)
At first it might seem from this theorem that the envelope dividing
procedure would succeed in eliminating completely all contributions other
than those due to the deuterium nuclei and the replaced protons. Thus, by
Eq. I
V.Od(II, I2 ... ID ... IN)/ VmOd VI1, I2 ... IH ***IN)
= V. (ID)/Vmjd (IH) (2)
The product theorem (Eq. 1) is not, however, strictly applicable to the
frozen solution materials, which we are studying, since any observed
modulation function is really the average of many modulation functions,
each one corresponding to a different orientation of the paramagnetic
complex. The theorem would be rigorously true only if it could be shown
that, for the system concerned, the average of the product was the same as
'See reference 25, Fig. 6.
2The "deglitching" procedure was suggested by Dr. M. K. Bowman.
3The product formula assumes a somewhat less simple form in the case of
three-pulse echoes (29). Because the product formula is in either case not
rigorously true for frozen solution samples, this difference need not
concern us.
the product of the averages.4 The envelope dividing procedure is,
nevertheless, a useful first step, and largely eliminates information that is
irrelevant to the present measurement, such as modulation due to '4N
nuclei (13, 14, 16, 17). Residual 'H modulation in the quotient (as
predicted by Eq. 2), and other unwanted effects, such as those arising
from small differences in the phase memory times of the two samples
compared, can be removed by high- and low-pass filtering to leave a
quotient function that clearly displays the effect of 2H coupling to the
paramagnetic center.
The depth of the deuterium modulation pattern was determined by
fitting a cosine function of the appropriate period to a selected cycle in the
quotient curve and by calculating the quantity
d = 1/2-1/4 [y(trough A) + y (trough B)]/y(peak), (3)
where y is the ordinate of the fitted function, y (trough A) and y (trough
B) are its values at adjacent minima, and y(peak) is the value of the
function at the maximum between. Alternatively, one may calculate the
quantity
d = 1/2- y (trough)/ [y (peak A) + y (peak B)], (4)
where y(peak A) and y(peak B) are values at adjacent maxima and
y (trough) is the value at the minimum between. The parameter d is half
the peak-to-trough amplitude of the cosine modulating function divided
by the peak value (or mean peak value) of the echo envelope quotient for
the selected cycle.
The depth measurements obtained in Eqs. 3 and 4 might, in principle,
be interpreted by comparing them with depth measurements made on
simulated electron spin envelopes. However, because of the complexity of
the protein-aquo system, and because of the additional difficulty intro-
duced by the deuterium quadrupole moment, this approach would require
numerous elaborate computer simulations that would be expensive and
possibly unconvincing. We have, therefore, tried the following simplified
procedure.
Measurements on the protein samples were followed by measurements
of exactly the same type on hydrated metal ion complexes that were
designed to serve as magnetic model systems. The deuterated forms of the
complexes were prepared with a mixture of D20 and H20 so that they
gave deuterium modulation depths of the same order as those found in the
proteins. By considering the modulation depth as the sum of depths due to
many deuterons, those near and those far away, we were thus able to
make a series of direct comparisons between the proximity of water
molecules in the proteins and the hydrated complexes.
To go beyond this point and assign numerical values to the water
distances in the proteins, it is necessary to know the structure of the
hydrated metal ion complex, including the outer-sphere structure, in some
detail. Here again, one has the option of using echo envelope data to solve
the structural problem by fitting observed data to computer simulations,
and in this case we have done so, because the situation is much simpler for
hydrated complexes than for proteins. Furthermore, we have been able to
avoid the difficulty of the deuteron quadrupole moment by taking the
distance information from an earlier study made on hydrated complexes
containing no D20 (21). There remains, of course, a question as to
whether the water molecules are oriented towards the metal ion in the
protein active site in the same way as they are towards the metal ion in a
hydrated complex. If they are, then the hydrogen nuclei in the protein are
t0.8 A further away from the metal ion than the centers of the associated
water molecules.
The general conclusions reached in this paper can, to a large degree, be
inferred from a study of the figures, in particular Figs. I and 2, which
show that according to some appropriate weighted average, deuterium
4A further complication arises in three-pulse experiments, where the
product formula contains two terms. See reference 29.
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FIGURE 1 (Upper left) Two-pulse electron spin-echo envelopes for stel-
lacyanin. (Upper right) Three-pulse electron spin-echo envelopes for
stellacyanin obtained with r = 146 ns. (Lower left) Three-pulse electron
spin-echo decay envelopes for stellacyanin obtained with r = 220 ns.
(Lower right) Three-pulse electron spin-echo decay envelopes for laccase
obtained with T = 220 ns. Curves A show the ESE envelopes for copper
proteins after exchange against D20. Curves B show envelopes obtained
for the same samples before D20 exchange. The modulation component
due to exchanged deuterium can be seen in the C curves, which were
obtained by dividing a B curve into an A curve. Measurements of the
peak-to-trough amplitudes in the deuterium modulation pattern are used
to estimate how close the exchanged D20 molecules and deuterons are to
the Cu(II) active site. All data was taken at liquid helium temperatures
with a spectrometer frequency of 9,507 MHz and a magnetic-field setting
of 3,293 G.
FIGURE 2 (Upper eft) Two-pulse electron spin-echo decay envelopes for
Cu(II)-aquo complex. (Upper right) Three-pulse electron spin-echo
decay envelopes for Cu(II)-aquo obtained with r = 220 ns. (Lower left)
Two-pulse electron spin-echo decay envelopes for Nd(III)-aquo. (Lower
right) Three-pulse electron spin-echo decay envelope for Nd(III)-aquo
obtained with r = 220 ns. Curves A show the ESE envelopes for partially
deuterated aquo complexes of 2.5 mM Cu(II) and Nd(III) in which the
H20/D20 ratio was 5:1. Curves B show envelopes obtained for wholly
protonated complexes. The modulation component due to deuterium can
be seen in the C curves, which were obtained by dividing a B curve into an
A curve. All data was taken at liquid helium temperatures with a
spectrometer frequency, 9,507 MHz and a magnetic-field setting of 3,293
G.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
atoms are about as near to the active site in copper proteins, which have
been exchanged against D20, as they are to the metal ions in aquo
complexes where every sixth hydrogen is a deuteron. However, a much
more careful analysis is needed to extract numbers and to provide a basis
for discussing the active site geometry. In the next section we give a
detailed description of this analysis. Because this is the first study of its
type and since certain results disagree with those obtained in single crystal
x-ray crystallographic measurements (8), we have discussed at some
length the assumptions and approximations on which our argument is
founded.
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Echo Envelope Data for Copper Proteins
Fig. 1 upper left shows two-pulse echo envelope data
obtained for stellacyanin; the upper right and lower left
sections of Fig. I show the corresponding three-pulse data
with the pulse I to pulse II times T set at 146 and 220 ns,
respectively. The lower right section of Fig. 1 shows the
three-pulse data for laccase, with r = 220 ns. Curves A in
757
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Fig. 1 were obtained with the D20 exchanged sample.
Curves B were obtained with the sample in a normal H20
medium and curves C show the function obtained by
dividing the B curves into the A curves. Similar results
were obtained for decupro laccase and for azurin.
In Fig. 1 the data have been processed by a low-pass
filter with a cut off at 12 MHz. The low-pass filter
eliminates some noise and also most of the 'H modulation
that remains after the dividing procedure. It had little
effect on the three-pulse data because the signal-to-noise
ratio of the raw data was good, and most of the 'H
modulation had already been eliminated by setting r equal
to a whole number of 'H nuclear cycles (frequency
suppression effect).5 The C curves in Fig. I have also been
processed by a high-pass filter with cut off below 0.2 MHz,
the direct current (dc) level being subsequently restored to
show the relative magnitude of the deuterium modulation.
High-pass filtering is useful when preparing the figures
because it removes upward or downward drifts in the
quotient function that occur whenever there are small
differences between the phase memory decay of the A and
B envelopes. However, the procedure of high-pass filtering
and dc restoration can lead to errors and was not used when
making the numerical determinations of the modulation
depth, d, shown later in Table I. The problem of fitting a
cosine wave in the presence of an upward or downward
slope in the quotient function was solved in this case by
adding a linear term to the fitting model function.
All data throughout this study were taken with the
magnetic field, Ho, equaling 3,293 G and the microwave
frequency, f, equaling 9,507 MHz. Other instrumental
settings (for example the microwave pulse recurrence rate)
were, as far as possible, kept the same to facilitate compar-
isons between different curves and to minimize errors.
Note that the C curves in Fig. 1 all show clearly the
characteristic 2H-modulation pattern (f = 2.14 MHz,
period = 465 ns) thus indicating the presence of exchange-
able water or hydrogen near the Cu(II) site in the proteins.
Also note that the r = 220 ns three-pulse stellacyanin data
in the lower left-hand corner of Fig. 1 show the 2H
modulation more clearly and with less interference than
the two-pulse data in the upper left-hand section or the
three-pulse data taken at a different T setting in the upper
right. The same was true for laccase, decupro laccase, and
azurin. The reasons why these data are best are easily
identified. Three-pulse data tend to yield better results
because there is less phase memory decay. Moreover, at the
particular setting, r = 220 ns, there is a fortunate conjunc-
tion of numbers involving the frequency suppression effect
(see footnote 5). The 'H component is largely eliminated
because 220 ns is approximately a whole number of proton
periods. (At 3,293 G, the 'H-NMR frequency is 14 MHz
and the period 71.3 ns.) Also the 1.4-MHz component due
to '4N in an imidazole ligand of Cu(II) (30) is largely
suppressed.6 The latter is an important advantage because
the 1.4-MHz frequency lies close to the 2H frequency and
would otherwise be a source of interference in the measure-
ment (see, for example, the spectra in Fig. 8). Finally, 220
ns is close to one-half period of the 2H NMR frequency, a
setting at which one would expect the 2H modulation to be
maximized.
The experimental curves in Fig. 1 demonstrate qualita-
tively the presence of exchangeable hydrogen near the
Cu(II) site in the proteins, but they do not directly convey
information regarding the number of hydrogen atoms and
their location. A more detailed interpretation might be
attempted by computing a number of envelope functions
for trial geometries (31). Indeed, because the theory of the
modulation effect involves very few approximations and is,
for practical purposes, an exact theory, one could in
principle compute any given envelope function if all the
parameters of the problem were known, including the
distances and orientations of all water molecules and of
other hydrogen containing species. There are, however, too
many unknows for the method of trial simulation to appear
promising, and we shall look for a simpler, if more approxi-
mate, analytical framework. As an aid in developing a
suitable analysis and in order to have a set of standard
curves for comparison, we have made echo-envelope mea-
surements on two well characterized aquo complexes in
H20, and in mixed H20/D20 solutions, using the same
instrumental settings as those used in the protein experi-
ments.
Echo-Envelope Data for Cu(II)/Aquo and
Nd(III)/Aquo Complexes
Our first choice as a standard of comparison was the
Cu(II) aquo complex formed by dissolving hydrated
CuS04 in H20 or in a mixture of H20 and D20. An equal
quantity of glycerol was added to the solution to promote
the formation of a glass when frozen. Some results
obtained with Cu(II)/aquo samples are shown in Fig. 2. As
in Fig. 1 the A curves are echo envelopes recorded for a
deuterated sample, prepared here by mixing H20 and D20
in a 5:1 proportion. The B curves show equivalent data
obtained for a sample prepared with H20 only, and the C
curves show the function obtained by dividing an A curve
by a B curve. High-pass and low-pass filtering was applied
as in the case of curves C in Fig. 1.
When comparing the upper left and upper right sections
of Fig. 2 with the corresponding protein data in Fig. 1, note
that the Cu(II)/aquo sample gives results that are some-
what different from those obtained with the copper pro-
teins. The decay of the modulation pattern is too rapid, and
in the two-pulse case, there is a prominent second-
harmonic component. The reasons for this rapid decay will
be discussed shortly. Meanwhile, we present in the lower
6See reference 25, Fig. 14, p. 242.'See reference 25, pp. 241-243.
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left and lower right sections of Fig. 2 the equivalent data
obtained for the Nd(III)/aquo complex formed by dissolv-
ing hydrated NdCl3 in H20 or in a H20/D20 mixture.
Here again an equal volume of glycerol was added to
promote glass formation, and the ratio of H20/D20 in the
deuterated sample was 5:1. The results obtained with this
sample resembled the protein data more closely and the
Nd(III)/aquo complex will, therefore, be used in the
analysis as the preferred standard of comparison. The
Nd(III)/aquo complex is not, of course, proposed as a
chemical model but only as a magnetic model in which the
interactions between deuterons and the unpaired electron
spin are of a similar order of magnitude.
Modulation Depth as a Source of
Information
A rough idea as to the nearness of the exchangeable
hydrogen nuclei in the copper proteins can be obtained by
comparing the ratio plots (C curves of Fig. 1 for these
proteins with the corresponding ratio plots for the stan-
dards (C curves of Fig. 2). Thus, for example, the deuter-
ium modulation depth observed for laccase is about the
same as that observed for Cu/aquo, H20/D20 = 5:1,
(Upper right of Fig. 2) and is somewhat deeper than that
observed for the Nd/aquo standard sample. We might,
therefore, conclude that the active site in deuterium-
exchanged laccase is coordinated by one D20 molecule,
just as is the Cu(II) center in the Cu/aquo standard (in
which one molecule out of six is D20). A rudimentary
interpretation along these lines cannot, however, be easily
extended to include the stellacyanin or azurin data, which
show a modulation pattern appreciably shallower than that
obtained for either of the standards. Moreover, as we shall
see, the conclusion reached in this way for laccase is
inconsistent with the observed modulation decay rates. We
must, therefore, consider the origin of the modulation
patterns for frozen solution samples in greater detail, both
to extract the information contained in the decay rate of
the deuterium pattern and to see how ambient water can
contribute to the observed result.
The envelope modulation patterns due to coupling
between the electron spin and one of the surrounding nuclei
have the form
V2p = 1 - 3/4d2 + d272(T)COS w- - 1/4d2n2'(r) cos 2 wi (5)
V3P = 1 - d3n3(r')(1 - cos WT'). (6)
Eq. 5 refers to two-pulse experiments and Eq. 6 to three-
pulse experiments. The time T' = T + T is the total time
between the second pulse and the stimulated echo, and w/2
ir is the nuclear frequency. The depths d2 and d3 in
two-pulse and three-pulse experiments are not the same
because the frequency suppression effect (see footnote 5)
enters into d3 and the effects of averaging over many
orientations of the complex may differ in the two cases.
According to theory, the depth of modulation for weakly
dipolar-coupled nuclei (i.e., those for which the nuclear
Zeeman energy exceeds the coupling energy) is propor-
tional to the inverse sixth power of the radial distance.7
Thus, for one nucleus we can write
d = al/r, (7)
where a is a constant depending on the spin and magnetic
moment of the nucleus, the g-value of the electron to which
it is coupled, and the Zeeman field setting. The constant a
also includes the effect of averaging over various orienta-
tions of the complex with respect to the Zeeman field, and
in a three-pulse experiment it depends on the setting r
(which determines the magnitude of the frequency sup-
pression effects [see footnote 5]).
Let us suppose that we have two deuterons coupled to
the same electron at distances r, and r2. Then according to
the product theorem (see Eq. 1), the resulting deuterium
modulation pattern would have the form
V12 = I - (d, + d2)(I - cos wir') + d1d2(1 - cos wr')2, (8)
where d, = a/r,6 and d2 = al/r26. However, in the experi-
mental data the modulation amplitude due to all of the
deuterium nuclei is only of the order of 10-20%
(dtotal 0.1), which suggests that higher order product
terms, such as the term in d1d2 above must make a
relatively small contribution. We shall, therefore, drop
terms in higher powers of d, and assume that, for the
present purpose, modulation depths can simply be added.
(A precise accounting for small terms is, in any case, not
likely to be useful here because as pointed out earlier, the
product formula is not accurate for averages over many
orientations of a complex.)
This approximation makes it easy to take into account
those cases in which a number of like nuclei interact with
the same electron spin. Thus, for example, if a paramag-
netic ion is surrounded by n nuclei all at the same distance,
then the resulting modulation depth, d, is given by (see
footnote 7)
d = an/r6. (9)
The contribution to the modulation depth due to the
deuterons in ambient water can be found by integrating
a/r6 over a suitable geometric domain. Consider, for
example, the geometry in Fig. 3 a and suppose that deute-
rons are distributed uniformly, with density p, throughout
a volume extending from a sphere of closest approach, with
radius rmn, out to infinity. Integrating Eq. 7 we obtain the
result
d(rmin, oo) = 4 irpa/3r.,in (10)
for the total modulation depth. This formula might be used
to describe a case in which a paramagnetic ion was
7See reference 21, Eqs. 27-30.
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FIGURE 3 Schematic representations of a paramagnetic ion in aqueous
medium, partially exposed to solvent or totally embedded in a protein. a
represents a hydrated ion in an aqueous medium. The depth of the
hydrogen modulation in the ESE envelope can be calculated by integrat-
ing contributions due to nuclei lying in the volume that extends from a
minimum radius r.jn to r = o. A correction is needed to account for the
orientation of water molecules in the first coordination sphere. b, c, and d
are schematic representations for an ion partially exposed to aqueous
solvent. These geometries can be used to model a protein in which the
metal ion is (b) in a crevice, or (c) on the surface, or (d) below the surface
of the protein. See Eq. 1 1-13.
immersed in a uniformly deuterated medium, rmin being
determined by the radius of the ion and by the geometry of
the molecules constituting the deuterated medium. (A
correction for nonuniformity of the deuteron distribution is
considered later.) The result for the geometry shown in
Fig. 3 b, in which the deuterated medium is excluded from
all but a solid angle, ,6, follows immediately. Thus
d(rmin, 0, 0) = 4.pal3rmin
similarly. Individual deuterons at a distance, rD, can also be
taken into account by adding contributions d(rD) = a/rD6
to the overall depth.
Expressions such as Eqs. 10-14 enable one to compare
the depths of modulation expected for different hypotheti-
cal geometries of the protein active site without making a
detailed simulation in each case. They also enable one to
relate measurements made on protein samples to equiva-
lent measurements made on the standard, and, hence, if
the geometrical arrangement of deuterons about the para-
magnetic ion is known for the standard, to estimate the
distribution of deuterons in the protein. Essentially what
one does here is to find the ratio between the modulation
depth observed for the protein and the modulation depth
observed in the same modulation cycle for the standard.
This is most conveniently done by deriving a value of the
proportionality constant a from the measurements on the
standard and then using this value of a to interpret the
protein data.
To proceed with this calculation of a we require a
formula giving the modulation depth for the Nd(III) aquo
complex. Unfortunately, we cannot use Eq. 9, with rmin as
the ionic radius, because the hydrogen nuclei are not
uniformly distributed in the first coordination sphere, the
water molecules being oriented with the oxygen atoms
closest to the Nd(III) ion and the oxygen to hydrogen
bonds directed away from it. There is also the problem that
first sphere coordination is by water, whereas the outer
matrix consists of an equal mixture of water and glycerol.
The distribution of hydrogen nuclei in the Nd(III)/aquo
complex is, in fact, more closely approximated by the
geometrical arrangement shown in Fig. 4 b than by the
simple uniform distribution in Fig. 4 a. By comparing the
two figures it can be seen that the effect of water molecule
(11)
The Fig. 3 b geometry might be used to model a protein
containing a crevice that exposes the active site to the
surrounding (deuterated) solvent.
Other simple geometries are shown in Fig. 3 c and d. In
c
d(rmin, a, 27r) = 2 7rpa/ 3r3,j (12)
a band in d
d(z) = 7rpa/6z3. (13)
The geometries in Fig. 3 c and d might be used to model a
protein in which the active site lies on or near the surface. If
the top of the sphere of closest approach is level with the
surface, then z = rmin, and
d(z = rmin) = rpa/6rm3 (14)
Results for many other simple geometries can be derived
FIGURE 4 Two models for a metal ion in an aqueous solvent. (a)
Uniform distribution of hydrogen atoms beyond an effective inner radius
rmin. (b) First coordination sphere considered separately to account for the
orientation of water molecules in the electrostatic field of the ion. The first
sphere for the Nd(III) solvated ion contains nine water molecules.
Comparisons between observed ESE envelopes and computer simulations
have shown that r. = 3.0 A for this ion. This radius is 0.8 A greater than
the value of rmin obtained by fitting ESE data to model a by Eq. 10. The
possibility of water molecule orientation is allowed for in the present work
by adding 0.8 A to the values of rmin derived by Eqs. 11-14. The adjusted
radii are taken as the distance of the nearest hydrogen atoms.
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orientation in b is to "compress" a portion of the uniformly
hydrogenated medium shown in a into a thin spherical
shell with radius rz,. The radius, rCs, in b is larger than the
effective inner radius rn in a, and the difference r,, - rmin
may be regarded as a correction applied to rmin in order to
allow for water-molecule orientation.
The difficulty of making a reliable analysis for this more
complicated model can be bypassed by using the results of
some earlier work in which the experimentally observed
proton-modulation pattern for Nd(III)/aquo with the
complex embedded in a glycerol/water matrix was simu-
lated for a variety of Nd-H distances (32). In this earlier
work it was shown that the echo-envelope data can be
matched by assuming that in the first coordination sphere,
18 hydrogen nuclei are distributed about the Nd(III) ion at
a distance of 3.0 A. Substituting r = r, = 3.0 A in Eq. 9
and allowing for the fact that in our standard sample one in
six protons are replaced by deuterium (i.e., setting n = 3),
we find that the modulation depth due to the first coordina-
tion sphere
d(first sphere) = 4.12 x 1O-3 a A-6 units. (15)
To find where the first sphere ends and the outer
water/glycerol matrix begins, i.e., to find the radius rmat in
Fig. 4 b, we assume that the volume between the ion
(radius = ri) and the matrix is equal to the volume of nine
water molecules. Substituting r, = 1.04 A (33) for Nd(III)
and assuming a density of 1.0 for water, we obtain an inner
radius rmat = 4.02 A for the matrix. The density p of
deuterium nuclei in the 5:1 H20/D20 solution, mixed 1:1
with glycerol, is 5.61 x 10-3 per cm-24. Assuming a
uniform distribution of deuterons in the matrix and apply-
ing Eq. 10 with rma, = 4.02 A, we find that the modulation
depth due to the outer matrix
d(outer matrix) = 0.362 x 10-3 a A-6 units. (16)
Summing Eq. 15 and Eq. 16 we have
d[(Nd(III)/aquo standard)] = 4.48 x 1O-3a A-6 units (17)
(By comparing Eq. 15 and Eq. 16 it can be seen that the
very approximate assumptions regarding the structure of
the outer matrix of water and glycerol do not have a large
effect on the result.)
If one assumed that the outer matrix were wholly water
and not 1:1 water/glycerol (but still with H20/D20 =
5:1), then the depth computed in Eq. 17 would have been
4.84 x 10-3 aA-6 units. The same number could also have
been obtained by using the simpler model in Fig. 4 a and by
substituting rmin = 2.16 A in Eq. 10. The difference of =0.8
A between the radius of the first coordination sphere, rc,, =
3.0 A, in the Fig. 4 b model and the corresponding inner
radius, rmin = 2.16 A, according to the Fig. 10 a model is,
therefore, the correction that must be added to rmin to arrive
at the distance of the nearest hydrogen nuclei when one
wishes to allow for water molecular orientation.
Modulation Decay as a Further
Source of Information
Although we shall not attempt here to make any kind of
numerical analysis based on the modulation decay rate, the
decay function is, nevertheless, a valuable qualitative
source of information. First we review the manner in which
the decay factors %2(r), n'2(r) and m(r') originate.
The factors v start from unity at time zero. They
correspond to the time transform of a lineshape function,
which describes the broadening of the NMR line due to the
proximity of the electron, and they would be calculable if
one knew the detailed geometrical arrangement in
advance.8 (The lineshape calculation must here also
include weighting factors specifying the depth of modula-
tion for each orientation of the complex.) The broadening
for nuclei lying some distance away from the electron is
quite small and the decay for these nuclei is relatively slow,
whereas for close lying nuclei the broadening is consider-
able and the modulation depth falls off substantially in one
or two cycles. For any particular set of experimental data,
the line-broadening function associated with the decay of
modulation depth can be obtained by taking the Fourier
transforms of the functions in curves C of Figs. 1 and 2.
(See for example the frequency spectra in Fig. 5.)
From the above it can be seen that the modulation decay
function offers a potentially useful means of discriminating
between near nuclei and remote nuclei. However, there is
an additional factor to be considered in the case of
deuterium. The 2H nucleus has a small nuclear quadrupole
moment that interacts with the electrostatic fields in water
and in other molecular systems commonly found in biologi-
cal materials. In zero field, the quadrupolar interaction for
D20 corresponds to a line splitting of = 160 KHz (34). This
is too small a perturbation to split the deuterium lines
observed here into components, but it contributes to the
broadening in a way that is independent of the electron-
nuclear distance. Detailed calculations, taking the quadru-
polar interaction into account, have been made by Shubin
and Dikanov (35). From the present point of view the main
effect of the quadrupolar interaction is to obscure the
distinction between remote and near nuclei and to make it
more difficult to use the decay rate to distinguish between
them.
In spite of this difficulty some useful conclusions can be
drawn from a comparison between the protein data and the
Cu(II)/aquo data, the most striking difference being in the
two-pulse decay envelope, which clearly shows a second
harmonic in the Cu(II)/aquo case. This harmonic is
generated by the sum of the two nuclear frequencies
associated with the electron spin-up and spin-down orien-
tations. It decays much more slowly than the fundamental
at w because the two nuclear transitions undergo opposite
and approximately equal shifts in the field of the electron,
8See reference 32, Fig. 6.
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so that the resultant broadening of the 2 w harmonic is
small in comparison with the broadening of the fundamen-
tal (see footnote 8). It is, therefore, often easy to see this
harmonic in the later part of the two-pulse time wave-
form.
For 2H, the difference between the two-pulse decay
functions, 72(T) and p2(r), is much less marked since the
quadrupolar shift is independent of the electron-spin orien-
tation and actually contributes twice as much broadening
to the second harmonic as it does to the fundamental. As a
result, the second harmonic is not always easy to see in the
two-pulse time waveform for deuterium. However, it is
clearly visible when the electron-nuclear coupling is signifi-
cantly larger than the quadrupolar shift. Curve C in the
upper left section of Fig. 2 shows that this is the case for the
Cu(II)/aquo complex. It is, on the other hand, not true for
stellacyanin (Curves C in Fig. 1) nor for laccase, decupro
laccase, and azurin. We, therefore, conclude that the
electron-nuclear coupling is weaker and the hydrogen
nuclei are further from the Cu(II) ion in the proteins than
they are in the Cu(II)/aquo complex. The three-pulse data
tell a similar story, although the distinction is less immedi-
ately obvious than in the two-pulse case. The function
p3(r') decays less rapidly for the Cu(II) proteins than for
the Cu(II)/aquo complex. (The line broadening associated
with the three-pulse decay factors can be seen in Fig. 5.)
For the Nd(III)/aquo complex the decay rates also
differ from those found in the copper proteins. The discrep-
ancy is smaller, however, suggesting that the deuteron
distances in the protein approximate more closely to those
found in Nd(III)/aquo than to those found in the Cu(II)/
aquo complex.
Derivation of the Modulation Depth from
Envelope Data
Although the decay functions can be useful as a source of
additional information, they constitute a major practical
difficulty when attempting to measure the depth of modu-
lation because (a) we are only able to record the echo
envelope after a certain dead time has elapsed and cannot
see all of the first deuterium modulation cycle, and (b) we
do not know the exact forms of the decay function for the
materials concerned. It is, therefore, not possible to mea-
sure the true depth directly nor to make a reliable extrapo-
lation to zero time. Approximate extrapolations can be
attempted as, for example, when deriving Fourier cosine
transforms9 (Fig. 5). However, in the present experiments
we avoided the uncertainties of data extrapolation when
determining the modulation depth and based the measure-
ment solely on the observed portion of the envelope. To
minimize errors due to decay, we made the measurement
on the first available complete cycle containing the neces-
9See for example reference 25, pp. 243-248.
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FIGURE 5 Cosine Fourier transforms of curves obtained by taking the
ratio of three-pulse electron spin-echo envelopes for deuterated and
nondeuterated samples. The ratio curves (see curves C in Figs. 1 and 2)
were reconstructed through the dead-time region before being trans-
formed. The r = 146 data show some residual contamination due to "N.
The r = 220 data were therefore used in all measurements of the
modulation depth. The deuterium peak (2.14 MHz) is narrower for the
Cu(II) proteins than for the Cu(II)/aquo and Nd(III)/aquo models. This
indicates that the deuterium nuclei are somewhat further away from the
metal ion in the proteins than in the models.
sary maximum and minimum points. In the case of the =
220 ns three-pulse data, this measurement covers the time
range between the two peaks at r' = 465 ns and at T' = 930
ns, Eq. 4 being used to find the depth, d. Results are given
in Table I. Measurements made one-half a deuterium cycle
later, between the two troughs at r' = 697 ns and ' = 1,162
ns are also shown in Table I for comparison (depth
computation by Eq. 3). The errors that arise as a result of
decay are partially eliminated by referring the protein data
to the data obtained with the standard sample, and they
would cancel if the decay rates for the two were identical.
However, note that from the last column of Table I in
which the ' = 465-930 ns and the T' = 697-1,162 ns
measurements are compared, the decay rates do in fact
differ to some extent. Fortunately, the nuclear distances
vary only as the cube root (Eqs. 10- 14) or sixth root (Eq.
9) of the modulation depth, thus reducing the significance
of any errors.
Substituting the observed depth parameter dA = 0.111
(Table I) for the Nd(III)/aquo complex in Eq. 17, we
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TABLE I
DEPTH PARAMETERS FOR THE DEUTERIUM
MODULATION PATTERNS OBSERVED IN
THREE-PULSE ECHO EXPERIMENTS FOR FOUR
PROTEIN SAMPLES AND FOR TWO STANDARD
INORGANIC COMPLEXES
Depth Depth Ratio
Sample parameter parameter dA/dB
dA dB
Stellacyanin 0.090 0.064 1.41
Azurin 0.077 0.045 1.71
Laccase 0.146 0.107 1.36
Decupro laccase 0.139 0.105 1.33
Nd(III)/aquo 0.111 0.091 1.22
Cu(II)/aquo 0.147 0.088 1.67
The Nd(III)/aquo and Cu(II)/aquo samples were prepared with H20/
D20 = 5:1, and with a 1:1 water/glycerol ratio. All samples were
measured at a magnetic field H. = 3,293 G, a microwave frequencyf =
9507 MHz, and X = 220 ns. The depth parameters dA and dB are half of
the peak-to-trough amplitude divided by the peak amplitude. The param-
eter dA is measured by fitting the deuterium modulation pattern between
465 and 929 ns (see Eq. 4), and the parameter dB by fitting the pattern
one-half cycle later between 697 and 1,162 nsec (see Eq. 3). The ratio
dA/dB shows the decay of the modulation pattern between these two
measurements.
obtain the value
a = 24.0 A6 units (18)
for the proportionality constant occurring in Eqs. 7-14.
With this value the numerical relationships between the
modulation depth and distances, rmin, z, for the geometries
in Fig. 9 become
dA(r = rmin to r = oo) = 6.770 t/rin (19)
for a to c in Fig. 3 and
dA(z) = 0.85/z3 (20)
for d in Fig. 3. For curve A in Fig. 1 = 1, for curve
B r = i,/4ir (i.e., the fraction of the sphere corresponding
to the crevice), and for curve C r = 0.5. The parameter p,
i.e., the number of hydrogen nuclei per unit volume in
water, was taken to be 6.34 x Io-2 per (A)3 when deriving
Eqs. 19 and 20 from Eqs. 10-13. The distances rmin and z in
Eqs. 19 and 20 are in angstrom units, and the depth
parameters refer to the modulation cycle extending from
465 to 929 ns, which was the cycle used to find a.
Note that our procedure for measuring the modulation
depth is not the only possible one, nor is it the best one in all
cases. Measurements of the area under the 2.1 5-MHz peak
in the Fourier transform ratio plot (see Fig. 5) and
comparison with a standard might be a more practical
approach in cases where it is difficult to isolate the
deuterium modulation pattern from other spectral compo-
nents (for example, if it were necessary to make the
measurements at the -r = 146 setting rather than the r =
220 setting [see Fig. 5]). Comparison of the areas under
the peak requires the introduction of some questionable
steps in the analysis, however. If a cosine Fourier transform
is used to derive the line spectrum, then a zero time
extrapolation must first be made, and the accuracy of the
result depends on the success of the extrapolation. If
Fourier power transform methods are used (36), then
differences in the decay function must be allowed for, and
the height of the time waveforms above the baseline has to
be determined to arrive at the relative intensity of the line.
Because we had a good signal-to-noise ratio and could (by
using the r equals 220 ns three-pulse setting) avoid serious
spectral contamination, we preferred to make the measure-
ment directly on the time waveform. The effects of decay
could then be minimized by selecting an early modulation
cycle, and the measurements could be made on a function
that was related in a clear and obvious manner to the
experimental data.
DISCUSSION
Modulation depths; dA, for the deuterium cycle between
465 and 929 ns (with a trough at 697 ns), as observed in
three-pulse experiments with r = 220 ns, are shown in
Table I and will be used in this discussion. Note that (a)
laccase and decupro laccase, where Type 2 Cu(II) had
been reversibly removed, give approximately the same
result (b) the modulation depth for laccase and decupro
laccase is almost twice that for the other two copper
proteins, and (c) the modulation depth for laccase is
approximately the same as that for the 5:1 H20/D20
Nd(III)/aquo complex. As pointed out earlier, the slow
decay rate of the modulation pattern, and the lack of a
strong second harmonic in the two-pulse curve suggests
that the large modulation depths observed for laccase and
the other copper proteins are not due to a single, close lying
exchangeable D20 molecule in the primary coordination
sphere of the Cu(II) ion (nor, for the same reason, to a
close lying deuteron belonging to the protein). We must,
therefore, turn to other models to explain the observed
modulation and consider, by the methods developed in the
preceding section, the contributions due to deuterons in the
ambient D20 medium.
Let us first consider the hemispherical geometry of Fig.
3 c, i.e., let us set ¢ = 0.5 in Eq. 19. Substituting the
observed modulation depth d = 0.146 for laccase, we find
that the effective distance of closest approach rmin is 2.85A.
This effective radius is calculated by assuming a uniform
distribution of deuterons and by ignoring possible orienta-
tions of the oxygen atoms in D20 towards the Cu(II) ion.
With orientation taken into account, the situation would
tend to resemble that which is assumed for the Nd(III)/
aquo complex and the distance of the nearest deuterons
would be larger than rmin. A precise calculation is not
possible unless we know the actual orientations of the D20
molecules, which are seen by the Cu(II) active site in
laccase. However, assuming that the correction for orienta-
tion of the nearest water molecules is 0.8 A as in Nd(III)/
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aquo (see Discussion following Eq. 17), then the nearest
deuterons in laccase, according to the hemispherical mod-
el, are estimated to lie at 3.7 A. (A recalculation of the
orientation correction for a hypothetical complex with radii
larger than those in Nd(III)/aquo would result in a smaller
correction, and hence a distance slightly less than 3.7 A.)
For the crevice geometry of Fig. 3 b, r < 0.5 and the
resulting estimates for distance would be shorter. Thus, for
example, if the solid angle +V = ir (D = 0.25), then by Eq. 19
the estimate of rmin for laccase becomes 2.26 A. Adding
0.8 A to allow for orientation of the water molecules, we
estimate that for this model, the nearest deuterons are at
3.1 A. This distance, which is comparable with the distance
in the Nd(III)/aquo complex would also be consistent with
the observed modulation decay rate.
Obviously there is a trade off between distance and the
solid angle of exposure to the environment. However,
certain models would be difficult or impossible to reconcile
with the data. The embedded model of Fig. 3 d would, by
Eq. 20, require an effective minimum distance z = 1.80 A.
Adding an extra 0.8 A for the water-molecule orientation
effect would yield an estimated distance 2.6 A for the
nearest deuterons. For deuterons at this distance, the decay
rate of the modulation pattern would be too fast and the
echo envelope would resemble that obtained for the
Cu(II)/aquo complex, in contradiction to the observed
result. If the Cu(II) center were buried more deeply in the
protein, the decay rate would be slower and would resem-
ble the observed decay rate more closely, but the modula-
tion would be too shallow. A substantially larger value for v
is not compatible with the experimental results at all. Thus,
for instance, a 1I-A increase in the estimated distance of the
nearest deuterons (corresponding to a I-A increase in z)
would reduce the modulation depth by a factor 3.8: 1; a 2-A
increase would reduce the depth by 9.4:1.
Note also that the exchange of deuterium for 'H on the
remote nitrogen atoms of imidazole ligands to Cu(II)
( 1017) would produce a relatively minor effect. Substitut-
ing R = 4.16 A and a = 24.0 (A)9 (Eq. 18) in Eq. 7, we see
that the contribution to the depth dA, due to one such
deuterated imidazole is 0.0046. The exchange of 2H for 'H
on two such imidazole ligands would contribute 0.0092 to
dA, a quantity that is more than one order of magnitude less
than the observed depth. This substitution would have only
a very small effect on the overall depth and could not, in
any circumstances, explain our observations.
It is perhaps no surprise to find that the Cu(II) site in
laccase is accessible to water because accessibility to small
molecules is a normal requirement for catalytic action.
More interesting is the observation that a very similar
situation exists for the electron-transfer proteins, stella-
cyanin and azurin, where the depth parameters are, respec-
tively, 1.62:1 and 1.90:1 less than for laccase. The results
for these proteins suggest that (a) the crevice is narrower,
or (b) the Cu(II) is more deeply buried, or (c) some
combination of the two. Deuteron exchange on the remote
nitrogen of imidazole ligands is again excluded as the
primary source of the observed modulation pattern because
the effect would be an order of magnitude too small. Note
that even if we ascribe the whole of the difference between
laccase and the electron transfer proteins to increased
distance from the surface, the required increase in distance
is quite small, as one can see from the cube law dependence
in the Eqs. 19 and 20. Applying the cube law we find that
the distance for the Cu(II) ion would be 18% greater in
stellacyanin and 24% greater in azurin than in laccase. The
distance between the active site and the solvent must,
therefore, be much the same in all three proteins.
The interesting overall result emerging from the analysis
is that the metal centers in the Cu(II) proteins examined
do not seem buried. They are either in the surface of the
protein or in a shallow crevice with access to the surround-
ing medium. This conclusion is to be compared with
measurements based on x-ray crystallographic data for two
different Type 1 Cu(II) proteins, plastocyanin and azurin
(8, 9). For the former, the point of closest approach of the
Cu(II) to external solvent is the edge of the His-87
imidazole ligand, a distance of -6 A from the metal ion to
ambient water. For azurin, the distance from Cu(II) to
solvent is 7.8 A. This distance has been confirmed by
measurements based on proton relaxation data on the same
protein in aqueous solution (37). However, substituting the
latter value for z in Eq. 20, we find that the corresponding
depth, dA, for azurin would be 0.0018, i.e., 43 times less
than the observed depth of ESE envelope modulation.
How might these points of disagreement be reconciled?
First, as regards the x-ray data, it has been demonstrated
in numerous cases that protein structure in the crystalline
state may not be the same as protein structure in solution.
Our measurements suggest that in aqueous medium, the
active site opens up and becomes more accessible to its
environment than in the crystalline state. Second, in regard
to the disagreement with the relaxation data, this could
occur because the waters observed in the electron spin-echo
experiment are in slow exchange with solvent on the NMR
time scale and do not show up in the relaxation experi-
ment.
The data also suggest that copper in stellacyanin is more
accessible to solvent than the copper in azurin. This is in
accord with the findings of Mauk et al. (38) based on their
kinetic estimate of distance of electron transfer from
metalloprotein redox sites to the electron transfer agent,
Fe(EDTA)2- . From their studies, they conclude that the
electron transfer distance is -3.7 A for stellacyanin and
-5.5 A for azurin. Note that the latter distance, though
larger than the distance from Cu(II) to water-molecule
hydrogen atoms, as estimated from our data, is signifi-
cantly less than the 7.8-A measurement from the Cu(II) to
the outside of the protein, which is based on x-ray crystallo-
graphic analysis.
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In summary, we conclude from the electron spin-echo
measurements that the protein structure in azurin and in
other certain copper proteins is more open to solvent than
originally believed. Because similar access may be avail-
able for other small molecules as well, any discussion of
electron-transfer reactions of proteins and small molecules
should be reconsidered in the light of these results.
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